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Equations are derived for envelope waves with different circular polarizations in an isotropic non
linear medium. The stability and self-focusing of such waves aoo the steady-state envelope waves are 
investigated. The results are applied to the problem of nonlinear electromagnetic waves in an isotropic 
plasma. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

0 WING to the tensor character of certain important 
nonlinearity mechanisms (e.g., the high-frequency Kerr 
effect [lJ), it is necessary to take into account the polar
ization of the electromagnetic waves when their self
action is considered. In this paper we consider the gen
eral problem of self-action of waves with different 
polarizations in an isotropic aoo nongyrotropic medium. 
In Sec. 2 we derive a system of nonstationary parabolic 
equations for the envelopes of the waves with two circu
lar polarizations. With the aid of these equations we 
analyze in Sees. 3 aoo 4 the instability aoo the self
focusing of waves with different polarizations, aoo also 
the "envelope waves" that are established. 

We shall show that under rather general assumptions 
the total ''number of quanta'' with each of the circular 
polarizations is a conserved quantity. We conclude 
therefore that a wave with specified circular polariza
tion can break up into waves with linear polarization. 
To the contrary, a wave with linear polarization can 
under definite coooitions be unstable against decay into 
waves with opposite circular polarizations. As to the 
steady-state envelope waves, it turns out that, besides 
previously known periodic aoo solitary waves [21 , there 
can exist many more complicated types of steady-state 
waves, which can be treated as "nondissipative envelope 
shock waves." 

In Sec. 5 we consider the instabilities of electromag
netic waves with circular aoo linear polarizations in an 
isotropic plasma. 

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 

We consider an isotropic non-gyrotropic medium 
having cubic nonlinearity. The equations of the electro
magnetic field in such a medium are of the form 

Here 

(0) ( ( ka.k, ) ka.kp Ea.p w)=s1r(w) lla.p--- +e1(w)--
k2 k2 

linear aoo nonlinear parts of the dielectric tensor. The 
tensor E~~yll is symmetrical in the last three iooices. 

We shall henceforth assume that the frequencies aoo 
the wave vectors of all the waves are close to one 
another. We break up the electromagnetic field into 
positive-frequency aoo negative-frequency parts: 

For the new variables we have 

{ k21'Ja.p-ka.kp- w: £~0J} Ap= ~ J YJa.pyo(kw,kiW1,k2w2,kawa) 
C C, 

X Ap* (kiw!)Av(kzwz)A,(kawa) lh,+k,-k,-k. 

X lloo+o>,-ro,-ro, dk1 dkz dks dw1 dw2 dwa. (2) 

Here 

In a transparent medium the tensor T/ af3yll has the fol
lowing symmetry properties: 

'l']a.pvo(k, w, k~, w~, k2, ro2, ka, wa) = 'l']pa.vo(k~, {J)t, k, w, k2, {J)2, ka, wa) 
= YJa.pov(k, w, k~, (J)I, ka, wa, k2, ro2) = 'l']voa.p(k2, ro2, ka, wa, k, (J), kt, Wt). 

(3) 
We assume that there are no longitudinal oscillations in 
the medium, i.e., the equation El = 0 has no solutions. In 
this case the longitudinal component of the electric field 
is the result of only a small nonlinear term aoo can be 
neglected. 

We introduce a unit polarization vector n(k) such that 
(k · n(k)) = 0 aoo jn(k) 12 = 1, aoo we construct the vector* 

S(k)=_;_[n(k)+ i[k,n(k)]] 
l"2 jkl , 

having the following properties, 

S(-k) = S'(k), 

(S(k), (S(k)) = (S"(k), S"(k)) = 0, 

(S(k), S"(k)) = 1, 

[ l~l ,S(k) ]=iS(k), [ l~l ,S'(k)]=-iS'(k). 

The vector S(k) defined in this manner is the eigenvec
tor of the Fresnel tensor 

We represent the Fourier component ~w in the form 

*[k,n(k)) =k X n(k). 
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Then 

ITAJ<oo=S(k) (k2 - :: € 1') bkoo++S'(k) ( k,2 - ~ € 1') bkoo-. 

With such a definition, bkw and bkw are the complex 
amplitudes of the waves having different circular polar
izations. In the case of sufficiently weak nonlinearity, 
we can assume that 

where wk are the dispersion laws of the waves. 
We introduce the mean wave number k0 ( lki - ko I 

« ko). It is then possible to put approximately S(ki) 

(4) 

R:J ~(ko) and 71 aj3yo (k, k1, k2, k3) R:J 71 aj3yo (ko, ko, ko, ko) 

= 71 aj3yo. Under these assumptions, in the general case 
of an isotropic and non-gyrotropic medium the nonlinear 
polarization tensor, is given byr3J : 

Multiplying (2) by S(k) and S*(k) and taking (4) and (5) 
into account, we obtain 

(w- Wk) b~oo + ~ [Qb~7oo,b~,.,, + Pbk7w,bk,w,] btoo, 

X 1\k,k,-k,-k,lloo fw,-oo,-w, dk1 dk2 dka dwl dw 2 dws = 0, 

(w- wk) bk_oo + ~ '[ Qb"k7w,bk,oo, + Pb~7"',btwJ bk,w, 

(5) 

Xl\k,k,k,-k,llw+w,-w,-ro,dkldk,dkadwldw,d(J)a =~ 0, (6) 
where 

( 1 ) w2 
p = 2a + 2 b [(J)2€tr]' (7) 

In the system of equations (6), we expand wk in powers 
of ok = k - ko up to second order, and take the inverse 
Fourier transforms with respect to the time and the 
coordinates. We introduce further the envelopes a± 
instead of the quantities b! : 

The equations for the envelopes are 

Here 

( aa+ iJa+) -
i --+v-- +f£a+=[Qja+i~+Pia-j 2]a+, 

at ax 

( iJa- aa-) -
i -+v-_- +Pa-=[Qja-I 2 +Pia+j 2]a-. 

at ox 

§: = w•" Of +-1- O(J) ll. 
2 ox2 2k iJk J_, 

0()) 
V=-. 

{)k 

The system (8) has the solutions 

where 

(J)" 
=QIAzl 2 +PIA,j 2 +2xz2 + VXz. 

(8) 

(9) 

The solution (9) is a wave with elliptic polarization. As 
can be readily seen, when Q"' P we have K1"' K 2, so that 
the plane of polarization of the elliptically-polarized 
wave rotates. This effect (in the case of a Kerr non
linearity mechanism) was pointed out by Zel'dovich and 
Ra1zerr3J. 

When a+ = a-= a/-./2, we have a linearly polarized 
wave satisfying the equation 

a a - 1 
i (-u+v ox-)a+2a= 2 (Q+P)jaj 2 a. (10) 

This equation was used earlier by one of the authors 
in L4J. 

We note that the quantities 

c+ = sa+' a+ dr, c- = s a-' a- dr (11) 

are integrals of motion of equations (8). This result can 
be interpreted as follows. The classical electromagnetic 
field described by us is the limiting state of a quantized 
field. The quantities a+ and a- are the classical analogs 
of the operators of annihilation of the quanta of the elec
tromagnetic field, having specified circular polariza
tions, while Eqs. (8) are the analog of the Heisenberg 
equations of motion for these operators. The cubic 
nonlinearity in these equations corresponds to allowance 
for the processes of scattering of quanta by one another. 
In each scattering act, the total angular momentum 
should be conserved; this angular momentum consists 
of the spin (polarization) and orbital (relative motion) 
momenta. However, in our case of an almost mono
chromatic wave, the average orbital momentum is quite 
small (of the order of Ak/k) compared with the spin. 
Thus, the principal role is played by scattering proces
ses that conserve the quantum polarization. In such a 
case, the total number of quanta of each polarization is 
conserved, corresponding to conservation of the quanti
ties in (11). To take into account the nonlinear terms 
describing the scattering with change of polarization, 
in which the quantities in (11) are not conserved, it is 
necessary to expand the tensor 71 aj3y/5 and the vectors 
S(~) in powers of Aki. 

The simplest nonlinearity mechanism is the scalar 
nonlinearity Dnz = E2IE I2E. In this case a= 0, b = 2E2, 
and P = Q. For this mechanism, waves with different 
polarizations behave in the same manner. 

Another important nonlinearity mechanism is the 
low-frequency Kerr effect, for which Dnz 
= (l/4)E2 [3E*(E ·E) + E(E · E*)), 

For the Kerr effect, the nonlinearity index for circu
lar polarization (Q = E2/4) is smaller by a factor of 4 
than the nonlinearity index for linear polarization 
((P + Q)/2 = E2), as was already noted earlier in[l'3' 6 J. 

In this connection, a hypothesis was advanced in a num
ber of papers [5 ,11l that in the case of the Kerr effect a 
wave with circular polarization breaks up into waves 
with linear polarization. However, in order to form a 
linearly polarized wave from a circularly-polarized 
wave it is necessary to have waves with opposite circu
lar polarizations, which is impossible by virtue of the 
conservation of the quantities in (11). 

We note that owing to the inertia of the Kerr effect, 
Eqs. (8) are suitable only for an analysis of modulation 
with sufficiently large longitudinal dimensions 
l >> VTrel• where Trel is the nonlinearity relaxation 
time. 

Equations (8) describe also stationary beams. In this 
case 

so that the equations take the form 
iJa+ 1 1 
-. -+-li.La+=-[Qja+i'+Pia-ina+, 

3::.; 21~ v -
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In view of the similarity of this system to the system 
(8) (x plays the role of the time), all the results obtained 
by us below can be transferred to the stationary case. 
In particular, from (12) we get the relations 

which express the conservation of the number of quanta 
of each polarization along the x axis. 

3. STABILITY OF MONOCHROMATIC WAVE 

The problem of the stability of electromagnetic waves 
in nonlinear media was investigated inl4 ' 7- 91 • We con
fine ourselves to an investigation of the stability of a 
linearly-polarized and circularly-polarized wave with 
amplitude A0• Waves with circular polarizations are 
described by the equation 

(
{)a fJa) ~ 

i -+v- +.2'a=-Qial 2 a. at ax (13) 

We choose a perturbation in the form c5a- e-im +ipr. 
Then an investigation of the stability of Eq. (13) leads 
to the dispersion equation 

Here 
p 

s=TPf· 

For E 11 ko we have L = (1/2)a2w/ak2, and for E 1 ko we 
have L = (1/2k)aw/ak > 0. The wave is unstable if 
LQ < 0, which corresponds in the one-dimensional case 
to Lighthill's theorem l?J concerning the connection of 
the sign of the frequency shift and of the sign of the 
second derivative wk: with the instability of the wave. In 
this instability, the waves excited have the same polar
ization as the initial wave. 

For a linearly-polarized wave, the dispersion equa
tion is given by 

(Q + vp)z- 2QLp2A02- (Lp2)2 = ±2IPILp2A02• 

This equation has two pairs of roots 

Q,,2 = -vp ± "'/(Lp2) 2 + 2Lp2(Q + P)Ao~, 
Q3,4 = -vp ± l' (Lp2)2 + 2Lp2(Q- P)Ao2• 

The first pair of roots corresponds to excitation of 
waves having the same polarization as the initial wave. 
Lighthill' s theorem holds for this instability, too. The 
second pair of roots corresponds to "decay" of a 
linearly-polarized wave into two waves with different 
circular polarizations. When IPI > IQI, one of the in
stabilities must occur. 

If the nonlinearity mechanism is scalar, only insta
bility of the first type is possible, and a wave with linear 
polarization behaves in the same manner as a 
circularly-polarized wave. In the Kerr effect 
(P > Q > 0), the character of the instability depends on 
the direction of the vector E • When E 1 k0 we have 
L = (1/2k}aw/ak > 0 and instability of the first type 
takes place. When E 11 k0 , instability of the first type 
occurs if w" > 0, and instability of the second type if 
w" < 0. 

In the case of a combination of a scalar defocusing 

nonlinearity (e.g., thermal defocusing) and the Kerr 
effect, cases are possible in which instability with decay 
into two circularly polarized waves occurs at all direc
tions E. 

4. STEADY-STATE WAVES AND SELF-FOCUSING 

We change over in (8} to real variables a• = A1exp(i~ 1} 
and a-= A2exp(i~2). We obtain (for La{3 = a2w/akaak13} 

I fJ fJ ) 2 fJ ( OCI>t.2 ) \at+ v ax At,2 +La~ OX a At,2 i!x~ = 0, 

( ~+v~)ct> +_!_L aCI>t,aact>~.a 
at ax 1'2 2 a~ axa ax~ 

1 fJ1A1,2 
=QA,,a+PA2,t+-2A La~---fJ-. 

1,2 OXa X(:S 

We seek the solutions of these equations in the form 
A1,2 = At,a(~), 

(vs)z-cz c-(vs) -
Cl>t,a=St,2t+ ZL t- L z+ct>t,a(~), 

where 
~ = z - ct, Z = ~aX a, I~ I = 1. 

For these values we obtain the equations 

(14) 

(15} 

(16) 

(17) 

Solutions of this type constitute steady- state plane en
velope waves propagating in the direction of the vector E 
with velocity c. When (E • v) = 0 and c = 0, these solu
tions constitute beams with stationary envelopes, modu
lated in a transverse direction, including plane self
focused beams. For self-focused beams, the phase is 
constant in all of space, ~1,2 = const, and the system 
(17) reduces to 

fJZA 1 fJU 
a~2 =- aA,' 

(18) 

where 

1 { s1A~2 s~22 1 P } U(At.A2)=y --2---2-+4Q(At~+Az•)+TA12A~2 • 

Equations (18) are formally analogous to the equa
tions of two-dimensional motion of the particle in a field 
with potential U(A1, Az), and /; plays the role of the time. 
Self-focused beams having limited energy correspond to 
solutions that go off at the "instant of time" /; = - 00 

from the point A1 = Az = 0 and return to this point at 
/;- oo, 

We note that in the two-dimensional case, specifica
tion of the condition A1 = Az = 0 as /; --oo does not 
define the solution uniquely. It is necessary also to 
specify the "direction" in the (A1, A2 ) plane, along which 
the particle begins its motion. The subsequent charac
ter of motion will depend on this direction, in particular, 
the particle will return to the initial point as /; - +oa 
only if it has a definite initial direction of motion. As 
applied to our problem, this means that the self-focused 
beam will have in each concrete case (at each set of 
values of the constants s1 and s 2} a perfectly defined 
elliptical polarization on its periphery. The polarization 
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of the beam will then, generally speaking, depend on the 
transverse coordinate t. 

Self-focusing is possible for .not all values of P and 
Q. When P = Q > 0, self-focusing of waves with arbi
trary elliptical polarization is possible (in this case 
s1 = s 2). When P.., Q, P > 0, and Q > 0, self-focusing 
of waves with arbitrary polarization on the "wings" is 
also possible, but now the self-focusing depends on the 
ratio of s1 and s2. When Q > 0 and P < 0, only waves 
whose polarization is circular or sufficiently close to 
circular becomes self-focused. To the contrary, when 
Q < 0 and P > 0, only waves with linear polarization or 
sufficiently close to linear polarization are self-focused. 
Finally, when P < 0 and Q < 0, there is no self-focusing 
at all. We note that in the case 0 > Q > P instability of 
a linearly polarized wave is possible with respect to 
decay into two circularly-polarized waves, but no focus
ing is possible (see Sec. 3). We see that this instability 
differs in principle from the ordinary instability of plane 
waves, which leads to the formation of self-focused 
channels. 

If the vector E in the solutions (15) is parallel to the 
direction of the initial wave, then these solutions consti
tute longitudinal modulation waves, and the self-focused 
solutions correspond to single pulses [4 J propagating 
without waveform distortion. All the statements made 
above concerning self-focusing pertain also to these 
waves, the only difference being that P and Q must be 
replaced everywhere by P/L and Q/L, since in this 
case L = S2w/Sk2 can have different signs. 

As already noted, a particle emerging at the instant 
t = -co from the point A1 = ~ = 0 does not necessarily 
return to this point. In order for it to return, as already 
mentioned, it must move at t- -co in a perfectly de
fined "direction" in the (A1, ~) plane. At any direction, 
the particle gets ''entangled'' in the potential field and 
never returns to the initial point, although from time to 
time it will come sufficiently close to it (see [loJ ). In 
this case the solution consists of regions of irregular 
oscillations, separated by more or less large interval, 
in which the solution is close to zero. A detailed inves
tigation of such solutions does not have much sense, 
since such solutions are expected to be unstable in the 
self-focusing case (see [4 J). 

Greater interest attaches to the anti-self-focusing 
case. (We consider concretely longitudinal envelope 
waves and put P/L < 0 and Q/L < 0.) In this case we 
can no longer confine ourselves to solutions with sta
tionary phase, so that it is necessary to start from the 
general equations (16) and (17). Integrating Eqs. (16), 
we obtain 

where M1 and M2 are constants. 
For the potential U(A1, A2) we now have the expres

sion 
1 { s1A,_2 s~22 1 

U(A,,Az)=-y; --2---2-+t;Q(At4 +Az4) 

1 1 M,~ 1 Mz2 } 
+2PA,"A:f+2 A,z +z- Azz . (19) 

Now the amplitudes can no longer vanish. However, 
when s1, s 2 < 0 there exists on the (A1, ~) plane a sad
dle point defined as a solution of the system of equations 

aU/SAl = 0 and aujaA2 = 0. The saddle point corre
sponds to a wave with a perfectly defined elliptical 
polarization (depending on the constants s 1 and s 2). 

Interest attaches to the solutions that emerge from this 
saddle point at t- -co. For waves with constant polar
ization, such solutions again return to the initial point 
at t- +co, corresponding to propagation of a solitary 
rarefaction pulse along the initial wave. A similar solu
tion can exist also in our case for two polarizations, 
although it is necessary to choose for it a definite direc
tion in the (A1, ~) plane near the saddle point. There 
can exist also solutions that do not return to the saddle 
point, but become "entangled" in the potential well. 
With appropriate choice of the initial direction, such a 
solution can execute an arbitrarily large number of os
cillations before it comes sufficiently close to the initial 
point. 

"Envelope shock waves," which are produced in a 
medium with a dissipative nonlinearity (concretely, when 
account is taken of the delay of the nonlinearity), were 
considered earlier in[12J. The stationary envelope wave 
described by us above can be interpreted as a com
pletely nondissipative shock wave. Indeed, as t - -"", 
the amplitudes A1, A2 - 0, whereas at large positive t 
there occur irregular oscillations of the amplitudes A1 
and A2 • In view of the invariance of Eqs. (18) against 
sign reversal, solutions that decrease as t - +co are 
also possible. 

5. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN A PLASMA 

Let us consider now electromagnetic waves in a 
homogeneous isotropic plasma at zero temperature. The 
motion of the ions will be neglected and, only purely 
electronic nonlinearities will be taken into account. The 
tensor of nonlinear polarizability will be calculated 
starting from the hydrodynamic system of equations for 
the electrons: 

We have taken into account here relativistic effects in 
first order in v2/c2. We shall assume that there exists 
in the plasma an electromagnetic wave of arbitrary 
elliptic polarization, and we calculate the nonlinear 
plasma polarization produced by this wave. In the cal
culation we take into account the nonlinearity produced 
by the relativistic terms, and also the formation of an 
induced longitudinal plasma wave of frequency 2 w and 
wave vector 2k. As a result we obtain 

t~ • 1 { ( 1 ?k2c2 ) } D ... ,=~-~.--2 ?- ;+ 4k2 , A'(AA)+A(AA') ,(21) 
(,,. l:tlnn,,c ... stop c-

whence, using the expression E = 1 - w~/ w2, we obtain 

wp\ 1 ( 1 2k2c2 ) 
a=---- -- >0, (22) 

2w' 4nmn0c2 2 3w l + 4k2c2 

b=2wp'_1__ (23) 
ro3 4:rtmnoe2 

For electromagnetic waves in a plasma, the frequency 
wk = v'w~ + c2k2 and the tensor a2w/akaak13 are positive 

definite. Accordingly, both linearly and circularly polar-
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ized waves are unstable. The maximum instability 
increments are 

for circularly polarized waves and 

wp• ( 3 '2k2c2 ) E2 
'\'max= 2wl 2 3wp2 + 4k2c2 4nmnoc2 

for linearly polarized waves. We note also that when 
w ~ wp the mechanism of nonlinearity in the plasma 
becomes purely scalar. 
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